I got a call and email from Sofia Smallstorm yesterday requesting an interview. The request was a bit
strange, since although she wanted to talk about my Manson/Tate research, she admitted she hadn't read
the paper. She said that one of her friends had told her it was great. What?
Since I don't do interviews, I simply told her that. Only afterwards did I think to look her up. I knew
she was the creator of record the film 911 Mysteries, which I have linked to from my site for years.
But I haven't kept up with her since then. I knew she got involved in Sandy Hook somewhat after the
fact, like Jim Fetzer, but I haven't followed that, either. I did my own research there and didn't research
the other researchers. As you know, I don't get involved in all the partisan politics, I just go my own
way. But one of the first things I discovered about Smallstorm today is that she is hard to trace. She
works under an alias, Smallstorm not being her real name. I also couldn't find any biographical
information. Like many of these other people, she is mostly a ghost. Which reminded me that in 911
Mysteries, she was also a ghost. In the opening to that film, we are told it was produced by the little fat
guy at the beginning, supposedly “a conservative Republican” or something like that. Smallstorm just
seemed to be the narrator with a sweet voice. Only later did we find that she is alleged to be the
creator.
Even worse, she is now pushing Flat Earth. She has interviewed David Weiss, and the interview was
not about showing he was a plant. He has also interviewed her. This, by itself, tells me all I need to
know. It now looks to me like Smallstorm was inserted into the Truth Movement early on, with 911
Mysteries as her street cred. Whether she created it or not is ultimately unverifiable, at least by me. It
told some truths in order to capture an audience, but we must assume it misdirected away from the
most important things. I won't get into that here, but just be advised. Once Smallstorm had infiltrated
the Truth Movement, she was instructed to misdirect. We see her doing that now with Flat Earth,
which is the main misdirection in these years. But she is also pushing Chemtrails and Morgellons, and
in my opinion her presence now tarnishes those subjects. I have not looked closely at either one, but I
am now twice as suspicious as I was yesterday. It is possible that they are being pushed to create fear,
and keep your eyes off the bankers and other top industrialists. Most misdirection is now created for
that main purpose. They want you researching everything except the central issues.
Like Fetzer, it appears Smallstorm was instructed to shadow and repeat the main lines of research at
Sandy Hook, to re-establish cred they were losing. I think this is why their stories there are mainly
sensible. Like I said, I haven't followed their positions closely, so it is possible they are doing a small
amount of blackwashing there as well. But from what I have seen, it seems they were mostly reestablishing credibility. Smallstorm needed to do that before she started pushing Flat Earth.
For this reason, I am removing my link to 911 Mysteries. This does not mean I am changing my mind
about 911, it just means I am not linking to any source I believe is compromised. You will say that in
that case, I should revisit all those old links, and that is probably true. Half my links page may be
compromised in the same way, and I admit it. I created that page long before my recent research (of
the past three years) into faked events. But I prefer to move forward, not backward. I will have to
jettison bad links as I become aware of them, as here. I really don't have time to re-research all those
sources. I think you will agree that my research into Hitler, say, is more important than researching
Dylan Avery's bio, or whatever.
That said, it tells us once again to be very suspicious of the top promoted characters in the Truth
Movement, many of whom may not be who they say they are. Just as I do with historical figures, we
have to look at their bios and genealogies and work histories. As a start, those not working under real
names and without bios posted shouldn't be trusted at all. You should always source everything you

are told, and by that I don't just mean you should check footnotes or take weblinks. I mean you should
source the person. Who are they? What is their real name? Where did they go to school? Where have
they worked? Where do they live? Who have they been linked to?
To show you what I mean, let's do a quick search on David Weiss. Who is he? We don't know. What
we do know is that the name has been used before for recent fakery, and that is admitted at Wikipedia.
See the page for Haviv Rettig, where we find that a Captain David Weiss claiming to be of the
Norwegian military was quoted in the Jerusalem Post in March 2009. He claimed there was an antiIsrael discourse in Norway. Problem was, the Norwegian military wrote in to confirm they knew of no
such person. Captain David Weiss was a fiction. Which reminds us that the name is Jewish. So why
would Jim Fetzer agree to debate a person with no known biography on the subject of Flat Earth? Even
more to the point, why would Jim Fetzer throw the debate in such an obvious fashion, admitting that
Flat Earth claims “are logically possible alternatives that introduce different complications and
complexities”. I wouldn't admit such a thing in a debate, would you?
Since Beforeitsnews.com is selling the Weiss/Fetzer debate, and telling us Weiss won, we can write
them off as well.
Not only does Weiss have no bio, links to his website deepinsidetherabbithole.com now redirect to
lightonconspiracies.com, which is a website promoting some other guy named Ole Dammegard,
pushing all the same midirection.
Which brings us back to the reason I don't do interviews. I think you can see I made the right decision
here, since if I were interviewed by any of these people, I would thereby be linked to them. That was
probably the desired outcome here. If I were interviewed by Smallstorm, someone could link me to
David Weiss and Flat Earth through that. They could say, “Well, Mathis and Weiss have both been
promoted by Smallstorm, so Mathis is probably in on the con, even though he says he doesn't support
Flat Earth.” You see how it is done. By the way, Jim Fetzer and Kevin Barrett have also requested
interviews with me, which I refused for the same reason.
You can make your own call, of course, but I recommend you stay far away from all these people, as
well as all the top people at youtube. In my opinion, they have been hired to create a three-ring (or
thousand-ring) circus, where they can all squabble with eachother and out one another and otherwise
misdirect you until your eyeballs pop out. This while avoiding any real research like I have done. The
only time they do any research is when they are instructed to mimic my method, but compress it and
water it down and blackwash it for their audience of boobies (supposing they have any real audience
that isn't mostly created with fake numbers).
I suppose I could spend more time outing all these people, but, again, that would be playing into their
hands. They would love it if I spent my time outing them, since if I am doing that I am not outing
much larger and more important projects. Just as they want you to stay focused on Trump and the
Clintons instead of studying real history, they want to redirect my gaze to all these created entities who
we can both see are trying to blackwash me. But I am not going to fall for it. Beyond the two pages
here, I am not going to respond. They can run all their little projects they like, since the projects are
failing. They are failing to keep me from doing more research, and they are failing to misdirect most of
my readers, who can easily see the difference in content (and form) between my site and these other
sites.
Addendum later the same evening: By the way, in researching this at youtube, I discovered the

whole Pizzagate thing has just come crashing down in the past week, since top promoter David Seaman
has apparently imploded, removing all his videos and going into hiding. In a “coincidence”, he
removed them just as fellow youtubers TeamWakeEmUp and NewWorldAgenda were exposing him.
Look for a similar thing to happen to Flat Earth at some point, as all these cardboard people are recalled
by Langley and are reabsorbed into the spookosphere. Don't take that as promotion of
TeamWakeEmUp and NewWorldAgenda, since I haven't researched them, either. However, I will say
that I have seen several of TeamWakeEmUp's (aka RedSilverJ) videos over the years, and haven't
found any major markers on him. He is right about Trump, Alex Jones, Pizzagate, Flat Earth, and all
the other “major” topics at youtube now, and he was right about Sandy Hook, Boston, LA, Charleston,
Pulse, etc. His numbers don't look inflated, and may be suppressed, which would also stand in his
favor. If he were a plant, youtube would be inflating his numbers. So, ironically, low numbers at
youtube are actually a good sign, while huge numbers are a sign of a fake. Remember that.
What that means is that while I don't think Truthers should be spending all their time exposing current
fakes (since one reason they are faked is to draw your attention to them, instead of bigger things), if
you really need the lowdown on the latest fake, TeamWakeEmUp might be the place to go. If I am
wrong about that, I am sure my readers will let me know. I don't spend much time at youtube, as
everyone knows.

